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The Future of the Last Mile Delivery: Digitize your Processes 

Discussion and Feedback Round 

Date: Thursday, February 22nd 2024 

Time: 16h00-17h30  

Location: Tomorrow Street 

15 Rue Edward Steichen, L-2540 Neudorf-Weimershof Luxembourg 

 

In January 2024, Gulliver launches a new map feature using Google Maps map and services in their 

application for streamlined transportation and logistics management “G-Transport”. By doing so, 

Gulliver will have a solution, which is more adaptable to the needs of the market. 

Gulliver cordially invites you to join a discussion and feedback round on February 22nd 2024, about 

G-Transport. The feedback is decisive in developing new features that help logistics companies in their 

pursuit of better services and efficient processes. 

About Gulliver: 

Gulliver is a dynamic tech company with over 23 years of experience in mobile projects and cutting-

edge technologies. Gulliver stands as a pioneering force in the logistics sector. Catering to 350+ large 

enterprises and 2,000+ SMEs globally, Gulliver is at the forefront of providing digital solutions that 

enhance efficiency and transparency in logistics operations. As industry leaders in Italy, they specialize 

in empowering logistics companies, ranging from those with 10 trucks to over 1.000, including 

prominent players in Europe. 

In Luxembourg, they collaborate as a LuxTrust partner and actively engage in R&D initiatives with the 

University of Luxembourg about AI applied to logistics. Gulliver transforms enterprises by streamlining 

operations, boosting profitability, and notably improving transparency via real-time data, including the 

eco-friendly advantage of a fully digital system. This ensures a cutting-edge impact on logistics 

efficiency while promoting environmental sustainability through a paperless approach. 

About G-Transport: 

G-Transport is a dynamic mobile solution for streamlined transportation and logistics management. 

This modular, customizable, and multi-platform solution seamlessly integrates with leading map 

systems, ensuring functionality even without an internet connection. G-Transport allows the 

convenience of planning and monitoring trips, as well as tracking vehicle positions in real-time through 

the user-friendly web application. Moreover, the application allows accessing and reviewing digital 

documents, including signed shipment notes and proofs of delivery, effortlessly within the app.  

 

Program 

16h00-16h10 Welcome & Introduction 

16h10-17h30 Presentation & Discussion 

17h30  Networking Drink 

http://www.c4l.lu/gulliver

